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OIL SPILL DISPERSANT

OCEAN-CARE 82
GENERAL
OCEAN-CARE 82 is specially formulated for marine industries. It is a biodegradable water based oil spill
dispersant with high dispersing efficiency and low toxicity. It is recommended use for heavy crude oil
slicks at sea as well as for cleaning on deck after oil spillage. This product has complied with the
specifications of Dispersant listed for Prevention of Pollution of Sea (Oil Pollution Preparedness, response
and Co-operation) Regulations of the Maritime and Port Authority of Singapore.

Product Name OCEAN-CARE 82

Description Biodegradable water based oil spill dispersant.

SPECIFICATIONS

Properties Typical Value

Appearance: Clear light yellow liquid

Specific Gravity at 25 °C: 1.00 1.12

pH at 25 °C: 4.0 – 10.0

PACKING
200 L per drum.

APPLICATIONS
OCEAN-CARE 82 is a water based product used on heavy crude oil slick at sea as well as for
cleaning on deck after oil spillage.

Oil Spill at Sea-It is used undiluted by direct spraying in the form of fine droplets that are spread
over the contaminated sea-surface. It can spray by hand, workboats with mounted spray boom, or
fire hoses with injectors. It will take some time for the oil to absorb.

Oil on Beaches and Shore Line-It can apply undiluted by spraying over the oiled areas. After
about 5-10 minutes, then wash down the beach or rocks etc.

Oil Spill on Deck- For small spillage on deck or minor oil slick in harbours etc, flicking a brush
wetted with chemical will sufficient. Later on deck or ashore the spillage is flushed away with plenty
of water.

TRANSPORT INFORMATION
Not regulated.

The above information is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate, but any recommendations or
suggestions which may be made are without guarantee, since the conditions of use are beyond our control.


